
 

These are Craig Kelley’s notes from the Cambridge Freight Forum on 15 November, 2018. I have done 

my best to reflect what people said but it did get mixed up a bit in my notes so the speakers are only 

noted to put them in context as to the flow of the conversation rather than to express what exactly 

what they said.  I also added links and pictures that should not be attributed to the speakers. In general, 

I am certain I made some mistakes, incorporated my own biases and so forth so please forgive them. 

Andre Snoeck- MIT’s Mega City Logistics  

The Urban Freight issue is really about last mile logistics and that challenge 

is very intertwined with our current age of data. The boom of E-Commerce 

and on-demand delivery is a huge challenge for this last mile stuff. 2 hour 

delivery, combined with increasing urbanization, makes urban delivery 

challenges worse. And construction challenges in a City like Cambridge 

makes things worse as it relates to congestion and truck traffic. 

Cash-based deliveries mean trucks have to park longer to manage the 

business end of the transaction (CK- the opposite is that UBER passengers, not having to worry about 

passing cash back and forth with a cab driver, can open the door before the car has even stopped, 

putting nearby cyclists in greater danger of getting doored). 

So understanding data is a huge issue and as there is a lot of trucking data we should be able to use it to 

better guide policies about infrastructure investment, rules, etc.  

Mobile warehouses offer another type of urban freight delivery option- 

with more, smaller access points that can be restocked at night. 

Forecasting where which customers are and what they want when is a 

big part of making this stuff, to include hyperlocal inventory, and it all 

revolves around data and predictive analysis. Amazon’s drop-off 

centers with real-time access by customers is another example of using 

centralized drop-off points from which people get deliveries later in 

the day. 

Customers want delivery of goods like they get UBER and NetFlix. 

Data can help with our scheduling trucks, for example, to access parking spaces, streets, etc. 

 

Alexander Epstein from Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 

10 years ago, there were about 350 bike/truck fatalities a year. Now it’s in the 450-500 a year, bucking 

another general downward trend of traffic fatalities. Blind spots in trucks are an issue and the larger the 

truck, the larger the blind spot. 

1 in 3 fatalities is an underride (these seem to involve trucks going over smaller automobiles as well as 

trucks that crush cyclists and pedestrians) and about twelve cities are working to address this with side 

guards. 

http://megacitylab.mit.edu/
https://www.datexcorp.com/last-mile-delivery-part-1-omni-channel-retail-affecting-transportation-logistics/
https://www.datanami.com/2016/10/06/third-age-data/
https://www.amazon.com/2-hour-delivery/s?page=1&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3A2%20hour%20delivery
https://www.amazon.com/2-hour-delivery/s?page=1&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3A2%20hour%20delivery
http://www.thefuturewarehouse.com/mobile_warehouse/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predictive_analytics
https://www.volpe.dot.gov/
https://www.thetruckersreport.com/truck-blind-spots-know-the-danger-zones/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3861811/


Even a well-positioned bike in a pavement marked “bike box” may not 

be seen by a large truck. 

And if a truck is not properly positioned, it’s even worse as far as blind 

spots for cyclists, cars and pedestrians who are positioning themselves 

as they think best according to pavement markings rather than based 

on where the truck is an what it’s doing. 

So redesigning truck cabs is very important with lots of cab window space, etc. But that won’t happen 

overnight.  

While turning trucks are very dangerous, backing up collisions are a challenge, too. Maybe broadband 

backup alarms, cameras, emergency breaking, navigations systems, more turn signals, etc. could make 

them safer but, again, these upgrades take time. 

“Direct vision standard” in the UK is informational but not something we can directly implement here 

given our various legal limitations, etc. But we do have the “Safer trucking in changing Cities” training 

video.  

A truck’s right side is particularly blind for turns and trucks are so big that folks go under them. Left turns 

are less fatal (CK- though maybe right turns are less frequent? UPS trucks rarely turn left.) 

 

Mark Giuffre from UPS State/Government relations. Commercial urban movement of goods is shifting 

dramatically. 

And vehicle gridlock is a big challenge. Every five-minute delay equals 100 million dollars in annual cost. 

Wanting stuff in an hour requires more facilities, especially in urban areas. 

And maybe deliveries keep shoppers from driving which may help reduce vehicle miles travelled. 

UPS isdoing a pilot of a an E-Trike. Deliveries are in an an Ezone delivery system 

in NYC. 

And communal access point lockers can help. (CK- would that be a formula 

business in Cambridge?) 

Innovative curbside management is key to solving our Urban Freight and related 

congestion challenges.  

 

 

https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/deliveries-in-london/delivering-safely/direct-vision-in-heavy-goods-vehicles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLyy56VekWI
https://www.123loadboard.com/blog/right-turning-trucks/
https://www.cnn.com/2017/02/16/world/ups-trucks-no-left-turns/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/23/nyregion/the-delivery-trike-is-coming.html


Steve Normandin: Braun’s Express- Trucking Association of 

Massachusetts  

The trucking industry is all about efficiency. They want to right 

size load and maximize the truck size so that they can deliver 

more stuff more efficiently with one truck and one driver. 

And without loading docks, many deliveries require trucks to 

have special loading gear like a rear lift or ramps. 

And working around pedestrians can be tough as they can walk 

behind a stopped truck that is about to back up, etc., and not be 

noticed by the driver. 

They have a fleet of properly equipped straight trucks with dedicated drivers for dense urban areas. It’s 

less efficient, though. 

There will always be big, bulky stuff that needs to be delivered by trucks. That’s a slightly different 

freight industry truck than a UPS delivery that may be delivering a lot of smaller things like shoes or 

holiday gifts. 

They have a lot of safety stuff but not sideguards. 

Trucking companies to not want unfair regulations in MA as compared to the rest of the region or 

nation. 

In Pittsburg, the Police Department wasn’t sure how to handle Ebike deliveries. It wasn’t exactly clear 

what sort of regulations governed them. 

UPS has almost 80,000 vehicles, but not that many electric vehicles as it is tough to get the battery 

power and duration needed for delivery work. 

There are 29 UPS drivers just doing Cambridge. They have nowhere near enough power into their 

building to make those vehicles EV. Just 2 trucks charging would take up his entire power load (CK- this 

is, I suspect, an issue we’ll have to address as we see more electric cars looking to up the amperage 

delivered to private homes). 

Joe Barr, Cambridge Traffic, Parking and Transportation Department; Bill Jittner MAPC and Gabe 

Sherman, MassDOT 

Coca-Cola trucks don’t have the same delivery/access concerns as, 

for example, armored bank trucks so we might see want different 

rules/expectations for stopping and curb access depending on the 

business being conducted. 

Bob Slate’s staff said that smaller delivery trucks would raise costs by 

up to 30%, which could be a really big problem for small businesses. 

Local municipalities have little impact on various aspects of truck stuff. A company like WB Mason does 

business with Cambridge but we are not such a big customer that we could dictate our unique delivery 

terms. And We couldn’t ban overnight deliveries. 

https://www.braunsexpress.com/
http://mass-trucking.org/
http://mass-trucking.org/


Federal agencies don’t care about truck traffic at our local level as much as local municipalities do. And 

State agencies are better but they also do not work for local towns and cities. 

European tractor trailers are different, and safer with better 

visibility from the cab, than US ones but we can’t ban US ones 

on Cambridge streets. 

Boston and Somerville have sideguard requirements for 

contractors. Cambridge is working on the same style of 

requirement.  

You can’t deliver concrete on a small truck. 

We do control the curb. We can price and enforce it better. 

Overnight delivers may be annoying but can cut down on daytime congestion. 

Often trucks have not been part of the complete streets discussion, which can create a huge problem 

with the resulting designs. 

Being commercially competitive can lead to challenging local safety balances. Stuff that isn’t produced 

locally will get trucked in. That’s just how stuff gets here, so if we want it, we’re going to have trucks 

bringing it. 

And jobs do matter. 

And US Constitution creates local regulatory problems as does the interstate nature of the issue. What is 

a big problem here may not be very big on a national level because so much of America is very different 

from Cambridge when it comes to traffic, density, biking and so forth. 

E-commerce wasn’t even talked about in 2010. And even for daily deliveries we can have a lot of out of 

state trucks coming in from, say New Hampshire, and trucks and trailers may be registered pretty much 

anywhere and still wind up making deliveries in or passing through Cambridge so our ability to regulate 

them is super limited. 

Land use is a big issue as well, as City really only has control over curb to curb in terms of laying out the 

public ways and guiding traffic.  

CPD has challenges in where to safely and conveniently pull trucks over without completely messing up 

traffic. Aand keeping the CPD truck unit properly equipped and trained was a massive challenge. 

And the regional nature of trucking (and the ability for local delivers to go down even banned routes 

makes local enforcement jurisdictionally less effective. 

Trucks are curial to our local economy and consumer desires, but there are a lot of challenges about 

safety, infrastructure, fleet maintenance and so forth. 

One solution does not fit all of these challenges. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-commerce

